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Introduction

The Armed Conflict Location & Event Dataset (ACLED) project codes reported information on the location, date and other characteristics of politically violent events in unstable and warring states. ACLED’s mission is to provide standardised, disaggregated data on violent political conflict in developing countries for academic, policy and public use. To do so, ACLED collects, publishes and analyses a unique dataset of disaggregated violent political conflict covering fifty of the world's most unstable countries. Historical and monthly real-time data is collected and published for the entire African continent, while data for shorter periods of interest in a range of other countries is also available. This data serves as a basis for academic research, as well as providing an evidence base for international development and humanitarian practitioners, policy makers and the public. The ACLED project produces a range of outputs, including publishing the raw data from collected reports through its website in a standardised, systematic, geo-referenced and verifiable format; writing and circulating a monthly Conflict Trends report which analyses conflict events in the preceding month in a range of African countries; and producing a range of maps for the visualisation of geo-referenced conflict data.

The purpose of this document is to inform policy-making through the provision of a reliable evidence base of disaggregated conflict data and analysis on conflict patterns. This is done through (1) an overview of conflict trends on the African continent, including shifts in the types, agents and levels of conflict over time; (2) an introduction to the concepts of conflict baselines, trend lines and deviations; (3) a detailed analysis of selected country case studies for reference; and 4) a series of exercises designed for practitioner use in conflict analysis, based on the ACLED dataset. This paper does not seek to directly address or engage with specific policies or approaches to conflict or conflict-affected environments in or by the Department for International Development (DFID). Rather, the purpose is to introduce an empirical evidence base (the ACLED dataset) and fundamental concepts (directional change, baselines, trendlines) and exercises which can be utilised in the analysis of conflict and conflict-affected environments, as well as in the assessment of policies or practices. Throughout the paper, potential linkages to or implications for policy-making are highlighted for consideration.

The intended audience for this paper is staff of DFID who can benefit from the analysis and guiding principles outlined; or who can use the concepts and exercises outlined to conduct analysis and monitor dynamic changes in conflicts and conflict-affected environments. The analysis provided does not require specialist knowledge of specific conflict actors, groups or contexts. The exercises outlined require access to Microsoft Excel, and at least intermediate skills in using the programme. Some knowledge of introductory statistical concepts is beneficial in conducting the exercises outlined herein.

Useful Definitions

ACLED defines political violence as the use of force by a group with a political purpose or motivation. This definition is used to operationalise political violence through its constituent events and produce a comprehensive overview of all forms of political conflict within and across states. A politically violent event is a single altercation where (often) force is used by one or more groups for a political end; although some non-violent events – including protests and broader non-violent activity – are included in the dataset to capture the potential precursors or critical junctures of a conflict. The fundamental unit of observation in ACLED is the interaction of actors in an event. Events occur between designated actors – for example, a rebel group, a militia or a government force – at a specific, geo-referenced location, on a specific day.

ACLED recognises a range of conflict actors, the most important of which are defined below:

- **Governments** are defined as internationally recognised regimes in assumed control of a state. Government actors are defined by ACLED as a series of separate regimes rather than a uniform body, e.g. Military Forces of Democratic Republic of Congo (1997-2001).
• Rebel groups are defined as political organisations whose goal is to counter an established national governing regime by violent acts. Rebel groups have a stated political agenda for national power, are acknowledged beyond the ranks of immediate members, and use violence as their primary means to pursue political goals.

• Militias are politically violent groups which do not have a stated aim of obtaining national power. They may engage in conflict with an established national governing regime, or operate in conjunction with or on behalf of government forces or elites. ACLED distinguishes between political militias, associated with particular political organisations, factions or leaders; and communal militias, associated with particular communal, ethno-linguistic or location groups.

• Rioters and protesters are demonstrators involved in violent (rioters) or non-violent groupings.

• Civilians are unarmed individuals or group(s) of individuals. Civilians and protesters are distinguished in the dataset as the only non-violent actors: they cannot perpetrate violence against other actors or engage in battles.

All actors in the dataset are recorded by a standardised name (e.g., LRA: Lord's Resistance Army) and an interaction code, referring to the actor type (e.g., rebel group, communal militia, civilians). The term interaction is used throughout this paper in reference to engagement between different actor types in a conflict setting. For example, a complex conflict may involve 20 – 30 distinct armed groups, but there may be two dominant interactions (government forces and rebels; rebels and militias).

ACLED categorises all events in the dataset as one of the following types of conflict event:

• Battles are conflict events between two armed groups. They are sub-divided into categories based on whether or not territory is exchanged between the contesting forces. Civilians and protesters cannot participate in battles.

• Riots/Protests are demonstrations against a government institution. Riots are distinguished by their spontaneous or unorganised character and the use of violence. Protests are non-violent events.

• Violence against civilians involves violence by an armed group against an unarmed civilian population. Events in which armed groups which attack non-combatants, non-violent protesters or other civilians are categorised as such.

• Non-violent conflict events include a range of activities that does not involve active fighting but is within the context of a conflict, including recruitment of combatants, troop movement, peace talks, and arrests of high-ranking officials or group leaders. The purpose of this event type inclusion is to capture pivot events within campaigns of political violence.

This paper introduces and uses several concepts in analysis of conflict patterns and trends. The most important of which include:

• Baselines are rates and ratios of violence over a time period, an area or a characteristic of an area. Determining a baseline rate of conflict is necessary in order to note change, internal variability and volatility in violence. Baselines are meant to provide a reference point from which to capture a pattern in conflict over a defined period.

• Trendlines indicate direction and speed of movement of different types of violence. In particular, a trendline can assess how volatile a baseline is, and at which periods increases or decreases occur within a defined time frame (for example, seasonal variations).

• Standard deviation is a statistical measure which represents the amount values vary from the average (mean). A low standard deviation would suggest values are concentrated around the average (they are all similar), while a high standard deviation would indicate that there is a wide dispersal of values (there is considerable range).
• **Correlations** are measures of how closely two values track each other. The range is between -1 and +1: a positive and high correlation (between .75 and 1) indicates that the positive measures in two sets of values increase in tandem with each other (e.g. education and age); a negative and high correlation (between -.75 and 1) indicates that a one set of values increases, the other decreases (e.g. as populations increase, house sizes decrease).

More information on the exact specifications for the dataset construction, definitions, actors, locations, interactions and event types, please consult the attached Appendix I: Desk Assessments and Analysis. The ‘User Manual’ in the Appendix II is a brief review of the main data; while the ‘Codebook’ is a detailed discussion of all aspects of the data collection and coding and is available from www.acleddata.com. For more information on secondary source materials, a working paper specifically on source materials, ‘ACLED Data Sources,’ is also in the Appendix II.

**Baseline and Trendline Information from ACLED**

The levels and forms of conflict across the developing world are changing in response to political and economic volatility within countries. Map 1 presents an overview of new patterns of recent political violence across African states. It clearly displays hotspots in Mogadishu, Goma and Harare, while the continent displays a consistent and widespread rate of political violence.

**Map 1: Recent Political Violence across Africa (1997-2011)**

---

1 A heatmap displays the aggregated range of conflict events where lighter to darker indicates higher rates of political violence aggregate records in locations. This is a continental comparison, meaning the rates of conflict are not based on country specific records, but how the aggregate number of violent events that have occurred within a location compare to all other locations across the continent. Low violence rates are indicated in a blue tone, medium rates in a green tone, high rates in yellow and the highest in red.
Africa is home to a range of violence in that is distributed across rural and urban areas, perpetrated by a variety of groups, subject to quick changes in leadership, prone to splintering, and often strongly shaped by the ethno-regional characteristics of states. In addition, states are often distinctive in the types of violent conflict that dominate their patterns of political violence.

Graph 1 below shows the actual distribution by year and the relative distribution by type of violence occurring on the continent. Despite a relatively consistent showing of battles and violence against civilians, rioting and protesting are clearly on the rise across states. Non-violent activity refers to other important information that often sets the context for further violent action (e.g. rebel recruitment drives, arrests etc.).

**Graph 1: Breakdown of Violence across Africa**

This report considers the recent patterns and geographies of conflict across Africa and engages with three new realities of political violence: (1) Despite evidence suggesting civil war is decreasing across Africa, other forms of equally lethal political violence are increasing (see Graph 1); a country’s rate of local, or informal, political violence can often reach the event counts of a typical civil war, with similar fatality levels; (2) The perpetrators of political violence are more diverse than typically analysed in conflict literature, and these actors are also shifting to reflect a greater localization and informalization of violence (see Graph 2). Several types of actors (government, militaries, rebels, militias, rioters) have discrete goals and strategies and pursue these with a low level of spatial overlap between active spaces. (3) Across states, different actors are ‘responsible’ for particular forms of violence, yet these actors take advantage of the cumulative instability caused by each other, which accounts for periodic high levels of temporal overlap.

---

2 “Number of Records” refers to the total number of daily, location specific, politically violent events that occurred within a state. These are aggregated by year across countries.
Governments are defined as internationally recognized regimes in assumed control of a state. Government actors are defined by ACLED as a series of separate regimes rather than a uniform body (e.g. Congo/Zaire 1965–1997 (Mobutu), Democratic Republic of Congo 1997–2001 (Kabila, L.) and Democratic Republic of Congo 2001–2008 (Kabila, J)).

Rebel groups are defined as political organisations whose goal is to counter an established national governing regime by violent acts. Rebel groups have a stated political agenda for national power, are acknowledged beyond the ranks of immediate members, and use violence as their primary means to pursue political goals.

Militias are more difficult to assess since they can be created for a specific purpose or during a specific time period (e.g. Janjaweed) and may be associated with an ethnic group, but not entirely represent it (e.g. Kenyan Luo ethnic militias). ACLED’s definition of organised political groups included militias operating in conjunction or in alliance with a recognized government, political elite, and rebel organisation or opposition group. These groups are typically supported, armed by, or allied with a political elite and act towards a goal defined by these elites or larger political movements. Whereas opposition parties often have a militia arm, groups such as the Sudanese Janjaweed or Serbian Tigers work as supplements to government power. These groups are not subsumed into the category of government or opposition, but are considered as an armed associated wing and represented in the political militia category in Graph 2.

Alternatively, ethnic militias can be long-term policing units, such as those common among Somali clans. ACLED coders distinguish between ethnic militias involved in communal violence (militias against each other) and those involved in conflict with governing forces (e.g. Karamojong violence in Uganda).

Riots are violent, spontaneous groupings populated by ‘rioters.’ These activities are coded as riots if the spontaneous civilian actors become violent against people or property. Protests are non-violent spontaneous groupings with ‘protesters.’ However, should violence be used against protesters, this is considered violence against civilians. Should protesters become violent, this action is considered a riot. Protesters and civilians are

---

Graph 2: Who is Committing Violence?³

Agents of Violence:
- Government
- Rebel
- Political militia
- Communal militia
- Rioters and Protesters

“Number of Records” refers to the total number of daily, location specific, politically violent events that occurred within a state. These are aggregated by year across various main ‘actor types’.
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the only unarmed actors included by ACLED. These groups are either the direct victims of armed violence or are organized groups protesting peacefully.

This report presents brief conflict analyses before suggesting practical implementation of on-the-ground analysis. Both the analyses and the implementation are guided by baseline assessments and trigger patterns. Baseline assessments are common tools across development and humanitarian organisations, but not often used in academic work or cross-country comparisons. However this report utilises baseline assessments in order to observe the volatility in all types of political violence as a response to spatial, temporal and demographic characteristics of states. Four states are chosen to exemplify the main patterns of violence and the architecture of crisis across Africa presently. The choice of selected states reflects the disaggregation of data and distinctions between ratios of violent events to fatalities, per capita rates, size of state, number of actors, number of hotspot locations and different types of violent interaction for the past fifteen years.

In short, the report suggests that country violence patterns can be grouped into distinctive categories including (1) Multiple Conflict Transition State (e.g. Nigeria); (2) Repressive, Centralized Control State (e.g. Zimbabwe); (3) Public and Elite Instability State (e.g. Kenya); (4) Conflicted and Fragile State (e.g. DR Congo). In all cases, violence patterns are distinctive in their actors, sequencing, involvement of civilians and responses from governments. These specific patterns have clear implications for programming and offer different scenarios for intervention, conflict management and peace building. Using simple methodologies, practitioners can determine the nature and patterns of local to national political violence. Further, they can assess the rate of change across regions, types of violence and actors. With this information, practitioners can better assess factors such as civilian population vulnerability across time, space and social groups; the reach of violent actors throughout sub-national spaces; anomalies in the rate and frequency of rioting activity or other civil unrest; and security risk in highly volatile environments, using a reliable evidence base for policy, programming and intervention decisions.

Baseline Literatures and Use

Both baselines and assessments are frequently used by development and humanitarian practitioners and policy-makers to detect a starting point from which a comparison can be made and to explore the variations in causes, correlates, triggers and feedback loops of conflict. The difference between assessment and baselines is that an assessment is an exploration of realities and underlying contexts, while a baseline looks at trends, triggers and changes during a defined time period. By using baselines, an analyst can determine how varied and volatile conflict is across time and space, and how sensitive a conflict is to triggers (World Bank Conflict Analysis Framework- CAF, 2002).4

Comparative baselines are possible due to the availability of event-level conflict data. Reducing conflicts to discrete events means that we can interpret the dynamics of violence, and more information can be deduced from aggregating events in different ways. For example, instead of noting that the LRA is a rebel group active in Northern Uganda and neighboring states, an ‘atomic’5 view of this conflict involves over 3,500 discrete events, over four countries and nineteen thousand recorded fatalities. Using a baseline to compare time periods (e.g. yearly violence totals), an analyst can identify new potential activity and inter-relationships across violence types. They can allow an analyst to predict both event rates and fatality levels across unstable countries. Given baseline information, we can determine the volatility of actions, actors, events, interaction and fatalities.

Baselines are rates and ratios of violence over a time period, an area or a characteristic of an area. Determining a baseline rate of conflict is necessary in order to note change, internal variability and volatility in violence. Baselines are meant to provide a reference point from which to capture a pattern in conflict over a defined period.

---

4 Baseline or assessment analyses by humanitarian and development organisations present conflict as dynamic systems with several relevant ‘scales’ of analysis. This is the basis for the ‘conflict tree’ assessments in which roots are static factors, the tree trunk is manifest issues- or topics- and the leaves are triggers. Other analysis tools are actor focused.

5 Event data is frequently collected in atomic form—meaning that a standard unit forms the basis for the dataset. In ACLED, each event occurs on a specific day, in a specific location by named actors. These can be aggregated to capture a ‘campaign’ of violence. Other datasets present a ‘campaign’ based unit where the information is aggregated by time and space. For example, the LRA activity would be recorded as single daily events in an atomic set, which in a campaign dataset, LRA activity would be aggregated over time and space (e.g LRA activity in Northern Uganda in 2005). Comparisons across countries and times can be made with atomic data, but is significantly more difficult with campaign events.
The trends in violence display directions (increase or decrease) and degrees of variation in response to triggers. Triggers can be elections, GDP changes, government shifts, and/or disasters. However, individual events and types of conflict are highly responsive to previous rates of violence and concurrent types of violence. For example, across areas that witness an increase in civil war events (events involving government and rebel group conflict), may experience subsequent increases in events involving militia groups, as groups tend to coalesce in rebel-affected areas.

Trendlines indicate direction and speed of movement of different types of violence. In particular, a trendline can assess how volatile a baseline is, and at which periods increases or decreases occur within a defined time frame (seasonal variations?).

Country Cases

We review recent shifts in political violence through baseline assessments and trend analysis using four African states. Kenya, Zimbabwe, Nigeria and DR-Congo are the states chosen, which exemplify the main patterns of violence and the architecture of crisis across Africa. These states differ in their ratios of violent events to fatalities, per capita rates, size of state, number of actors, number of hotspot locations and different types of violent interaction for the past fifteen years. Each state is emblematic of other states, largely similar in how the main types of violence evolve. All measures are per capita and relative to all other African states during the same time period. Hence Kenya has a high incidence of events based on its population, although the event total over time are lower than that of Nigeria, which has a substantially larger population (please see Table 1).

Table 1: Cases of Political Violence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Events from 1997-2012</th>
<th>Fatalities from 1997-2012</th>
<th>Number of Distinct Conflict Groups</th>
<th>Main Type</th>
<th>Similar Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Multiple types of actors, activities and goals throughout a densely populated state</td>
<td>Sudan, Ethiopia, and Ivory Coast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Government repression and suppression throughout the state</td>
<td>Swaziland, Namibia, Guinea-Bissau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Intercommunal and political militia violence</td>
<td>Uganda, South Sudan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR-Congo</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Post-civil war but multiple and persistent threats</td>
<td>South Sudan, Somalia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In comparing these states to each other and to other similar conflict scenarios, we attempt to link patterns of conflict in terms of action and/or political context. For example, Kenyan violence is similar to South Sudan, as are some component of DR-Congo violence. These states differ on the number of active actors per capita, and the types of actors (at various periods, DR-Congo and South Sudan have been home to several rebel groups), yet the rate of violence across these states can be remarkably similar. South Sudan has a high number of actors, but has a mix of conflict patterns found most clearly in Kenya (as much of the present violence with Sudan is being fought on disputed territory, which is categorised separately to the violence occurring in undisputed South Sudanese territory in the ACLED dataset, both Kenya and South Sudan are home to high numbers of political and communal militias). In the following section, we will investigate the intricacies of the conflict patterns within each state, and across states, before suggesting guiding principles for each type of violence.

Nigeria

From 1997-2011, Nigeria has experienced 2,849 events of political violence. Given the large population of Nigeria, the per-capita rate of political violence in Nigeria is relatively low. Despite this low per capita rate, the fatality rate in Nigeria is one of the highest in Africa. While Nigerian conflict does not necessarily lead to higher numbers of casualties than elsewhere, more conflict events taking place in Nigeria report fatalities than
those in many other states. In addition, compared to the number of people in the state, there are few conflict groups. This, combined with the fatality result, suggests that Nigerian actors committing fatal violence are more clustered and organised than those found in other states. These patterns are similar to those found in Sudan, Ethiopia and the Ivory Coast.

Baselines: Violence is increasing in Nigeria and, over time, has shifted from a southern civil war to a central and northern militia contest. Political violence has increased by a factor of three from 1997-2001 to 2007-2011, yet fatality averages have remained stable over this time period, with an average of five fatalities per event. As a result, the number of events and the fatality levels in Nigeria are not correlated. The main conclusion of the past 15 years in Nigeria is that there has been a change in violence from a contained, southern conflict to a dispersed and diffuse campaign by several militia actors operating in central and northern areas (see Table 2).

Table 2: Nigeria Political Violence Tallies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Events</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>83-102</td>
<td>894</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>341-1151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2001</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>57.12</td>
<td>115-268</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>66-1140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2006</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>189-517</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>270-1282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2011</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>83-517</td>
<td>778</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>66-1282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseline Details: In Nigeria, battles between opposing groups are the most frequent type of political violence. However, violence against civilians is also a common occurrence, and increasingly so in recent years. Indeed, violence against civilians constitutes more events by proportion in highly violent years than do battles. Hence when violence increases in Nigeria, it is civilians who bear that cost. Overall however, battles and violence against civilians is highly correlated across the past 15 years.

Indeed, the number of distinct types of interactions (the number of different types of groups engaging one another in conflict) and where (exact location of violence) are also highly correlated with the number of events. This implies that conflict events increase alongside an expansion in the territory in which they occur, and the number of different types of interactions (between militias, rebels, civilians, etc.) engaged in violent conflict. This is in contradistinction to a more contained violent context in which an increase in violent conflict events is associated with the intensification of violence in a specified geographic area or along pre-existing interactions. In the past 15 years, when violence has increased, the number of actors, actions and locations of violence have similarly increased, indicating that groups take advantage of collective instability to pursue a wider range of actions in new locations. The geography of Nigeria’s violence supports the notion that more events drive increase in locations and actors (in different parts of the state). However conflicts are becoming more common due to increased and more diffuse events, such as those being perpetrated by Nigeria’s newest major threat, Boko Haram, whose organisation and strategies require senior level organisation and cooperation.

In absolute terms, the most active areas of Nigeria include: Delta, Lagos, Rivers, Plateau, and Bayelsa. The areas with the most fatalities include: Plateau, Kano, Delta, Borno, Lagos. The areas with the most actors include: Taraba, Kano, Nassarawa, Benue, and Kaduna.

Over the past 15 years, the increase in actors is largely due to the high numbers of distinct ethnic groups involved in communal, local, violence. However, distinct ethnic and communal groups are differentially vulnerable to violence. If the average citizen is a member of the The Ukwuani-Aboh-Ndo (Kwala) group, they have the highest risk of violence—three times that of the Igbo or the Yoruba and far higher than that of the Hausa (six times). The Hausa group’s general risk is lower than the norm, despite being an ethnic community in Kano where fatalities are the highest in the country. By administrative zone, the Delta, Borno

---

6 Correlations rates to events are 91% for interactions and 87% for locations.
and Federal Capital regions have the highest ratio of events per capita. For fatalities, Kano has by far the highest ratio- for each event in Kano; there are higher fatalities than in other areas of the country; Taraba and Delta follow this at distance. The lowest ratio of events to fatalities, per capita, is Kano and Taraba.

Trends & Triggers: Nigerian violence patterns were unresponsive to national level changes in key indicators – including elections, oil price, GDP rates and institutional change. However, the volatility in political violence event rates was positively correlated to GDP change rates, albeit somewhat weakly. This indicates two important caveats in relation to Nigeria: (1) different types of violence have different trigger correlations; and any relationship between violence and triggers is not evident when violence rates in regions are combined. For example, riots may be highly responsive to oil prices (and other forms of violence not responsive), but the remaining forms of Nigerian violence are not. Since riots constitute a small part of the overall violence rate in Nigeria, the relationship has limited significance for conflict in Nigeria in total. Further, correlations for active groups are no clearer but no group type (rebel, militia, etc.) is driven correlations with external trigger forces. There is far more evidence that (2) violence responds to violence on the local level and in real-time, meaning that once violence starts in a region, it begins a violence cycle which encourages other forms of violence and actors.

Interactive Patterns and Simultaneous Occurrence

A citizen of Nigeria faces the following risks: if they live in a region that has recently experienced a politically violent event, it is more likely than not to have been committed by a militia (53%); the event is equally likely to have been an act of violence against civilians (40%) over a battle between two forces (39%). The event is somewhat unlikely to have been a riot (18%).

The state’s military may be involved, as their actions occur in the same regions and months as militia actions up to 50% of the time; however, government actions are most predictable in areas where militias have previously been active (54%). Hence, the government seems willing to engage in battles, particularly against militias, but not in violent conduct against citizens (occurring less than 20% of the time in regions where the government is active). Further underscoring that the Nigerian military consistent ‘responsiveness’ is lacking, they are less likely to be active in the same administrative units for several months.

Despite an on-going civil war, a citizen of Nigeria is unlikely to experience a rebel event. Rebel actions are a small (6%) proportion of all violence in Nigeria and highly clustered in space and time- a location which is ‘rebel active’ is likely (14 times national rate) to experience a repeat rebel action. Again, the government is highly responsive to such opposition groups - the government is twice as likely to respond in these areas as in other parts of the state, possibly due to the resource wealth in the active areas. Hence, the basic pattern suggests that rebel actions are both highly clustered in Delta and under active suppression by the government. This renders rebel action a relatively unlikely occurrence in Nigeria.

Despite the dominance of militia activity in Nigeria’s violence pattern, the types of militias and their overall risk to civilians and the state differs. To the average citizen of Nigeria, the presence of political militias is concerning, as more than half of their actions are against civilians and their actions are grounded in space, in that they repeat actions in the same areas for several months (underscoring these individual groups’ largely local focus). If militias are active in a region, there is an immediate threefold increase in the risk of violence against civilians compared to national averages, and a continued, but lessened risk (1.5 times) of violence against civilians in that region in following months.

In comparison, communal militia violence – defined as acts of violence perpetrated by locally, communally or ethnically defined militant groups – is highly clustered and ‘repeated’. In areas and months where a communal militia event occurs, the following month and same location has a seven times higher likelihood of a communal action event occurring compared to the country at large. However, these groups are much more likely to engage in interactive battles with other communal groups- 74% of their activity are battles, and 24% are violence against civilians. They neither pose a risk to the state (as evidence by the general non-response to such actions) nor pose a serious risk outside of an immediate ethnic area. Rioting is clustered and not

---

7 These statistics were devised by aggregating distinct forms of violence into the month and administrative zone in which they occurred (events are originally recorded as occurring at specific dates in distinct town locations).
associated with other forms of violence. It largely ‘predicts’ itself and locations with recent riots have a threefold risk of repeat over national rates.

Summary: Nigeria is a highly active state that has made a transition in the past fifteen years towards more political violence, in more areas of the state and conducted by more diffuse and local actors. However, several key groups – namely Boko Haram and strong region-wide militia groups – are responsible for attacks with high fatalities. Most militia groups are active within small areas and most violence by militia groups is largely against civilians, and elicits a strong response by the government. However, the diffuse nature of the groups means that the government is not responsive to all (and indeed many work in collusion with local governing elites). Finally, communal militia groups are responsible for high actor numbers in smaller and peripheral parts of the nation, but these actions are distinctly local events between violent groups. This country has both multiple conflicts and is in transition to a more dominant form of militia conflict. This indicates a greater degree of conflict diffusion, more actors, and unfortunately, in this case, a higher degree of fatalities. These findings can inform policy and programming in several meaningful ways. The shift in violence from a relatively contained conflict in terms of geography and actors to a more diffuse one may have implications for development, conflict management, and peace building interventions, particularly where the main arenas of violence have shifted geographically. A reliable evidence base which highlights the increased use of violence against civilians in conflict, and its prominence in high-violence years, speaks to changes in civilian population vulnerability, and may have implications for policy choices in protection, and – potentially – humanitarian response in the event of population movement. Tracking patterns in state response to violence by non-state actors may highlight important gaps in capacity, reach and/or political will, particularly where state response or engagement with violent non-state actors is concentrated geographically or in response to particular types of violence.

Zimbabwe

In comparison to other states across Africa, Zimbabwe has a high violence rate for its population. However, its reported fatality rate is exceedingly small, as are the number of active actors. This is due to a campaign of repression across the state perpetrated by a select cabal of groups, the dominant group being the Zimbabwean state/military/chief party. These patterns are largely similar to other centralized states remaining in Africa which are largely subject to military style rule.

Violence increased in Zimbabwe from 2002, and since that time has stayed stable and high at an average of 300 plus events per year. This average largely disguises the more than 800 events which take place during Zimbabwe election years (2002, 2008). Reported fatality levels are exceedingly small, at an average of 22 deaths a year due to political violence. This fatality rate is extremely low despite the main form of violence in Zimbabwe being violence against civilians from both government and militia groups. High rates of violence and small fatality totals support two important political objectives in Zimbabwe. First, violence keeps civilians in a state of constant repression and fear of political parties and violent wings. Second, the low fatality level prevents too much intrusion from foreign parties (governments, donors, agencies). A campaign of intimidation and repression has shaped the current political culture in Zimbabwe to the benefit of the government (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997-2001</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>22-342</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2006</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>213-784</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-2011</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>207-784</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7-105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2011</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>22-794</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1-105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Violence against civilians (VAC) accounts for the high levels of violence in Zimbabwe, and in similar (but less intense) southern Africa states. Over 80% of all political violence undertaken in Zimbabwe each year is VAC,
and the most frequent perpetrators of this violence are militias, followed by the government. Among these militias, however, are pro-government armed groups, a fact which may mask the overall control the government exercises over violence against civilians and political violence more broadly in Zimbabwe. Other acts, including riots, protests and battles, are infrequent occurrences in general.

Few groups perpetrate the violence that takes place in Zimbabwe. There are a low overall number of interactions in the state (at an average of 8 a year compared to 16 in Nigeria). There are multiple locations that regularly experience violence. Indeed the higher the violence total, the more diffuse the violence is (57 locations on average a year). There is a high overlap in which administrative zones are the most violent, have the highest number of distinct active groups, and clustered fatalities: The areas with the most actors are Harare; Mashonaland (East, Central and West); and Bulawayo. Harare has by far the largest number of records and fatalities, followed by Mashonaland (East and Central); Manicaland; and Mashonaland West. Location matters in Zimbabwe: Harare has 85 times the violence of the lowest area. However, it has twice the mean amount of violence across Zimbabwe. The Shona ethnic group have a 40 times higher rate than the Tonga group, and twice the normal rate of that across the state overall. They have four times the rate of the next closest, which is the Nsenga.

**Interactive Patterns and Simultaneous Occurrence**

A citizen of Zimbabwe is most likely to experience an act of violence by a militia, but is unlikely to be killed. If the region in which a citizen lives becomes active, it is far more likely that a militia conducts the violence (68%) than the government (25%). If a citizen does live in a militia active area, it is highly likely that militia will repeat actions in the same administrative zone (88%) in subsequent months.

Compared with other states, Zimbabwe actions display very specific 'sequencing' of violent actions. Although militias are quite active, and indeed are the main force behind the violence as it occurs in Zimbabwe, government action actually shapes what kind of actions occur and where. There is a very low rate of militia action in areas where government forces have recently been present. This indicates that while the government is contracting out much of its repression, it seeks not to be seen as colluding with militias, nor do militias challenge government authority in areas where they are active.

In addition, the government is specific about which actions it ‘responds’ to. Compared to other states, Zimbabwe has a lower riot re-occurrence rate at 46%; it is as likely than not that an area that experienced a riot may have another in the next year. Riots are slightly more likely following a government action in a region, but are less likely if militias are active or have been active in that region. In addition, the risk of violence against civilians is highest in areas that have recently experienced a riot, although this is likely to be by government forces and not by militia forces. The government responds by punishing groups that have actively opposed it through riots or protests, but is unlikely to instigate attacks on inactive civilians. That role is left to militia groups, hence militia groups are pre-emptive in that they search out and nullify opposition. The government is largely reactive, and in doing so manages the public perception of its own role in creating instability.

Zimbabwe has few external triggers, like other states. However, the rate of violence is positively correlated to elections (with increases of 200-300%). Violence due to elections does not bode well for future years, notably 2013. The recent evidence suggests that 2013 will experience a two to three fold rise in violence during the year, but there is also an indication that the main players will have changed before that point. Indeed, with speculation that President Mugabe will be unfit to hold office due to age and ill health, internal competition within the ZANU-PF party could change the rate, geography and type of violence during the election season. As in the Kenyan case, it is evident that the rate and level of violence is shaped by the degree of opposition and incumbent competition. However, in years where the internal competition within the ruling party has dominated the election cycle, the violence has often been shaped by local determining issues (e.g. opposition candidates).

Zimbabwe is similar to other centralized and repressive states, and indeed such states go through difficult transition periods, involving coups, suppressed opposition and complicated successions. As is evident from Guinea Bissau in 2012, these states find the move to democracy challenging, especially for the civilians.
This analysis offers several insights for policy makers and practitioners. The geographic profile of Zimbabwean violence is heavily urban: rural violence profiles may suggest issues with state absence and reach, but urban violence has implications for state building in areas such as credibility and legitimacy. Urban-concentrated violence may also inform development and livelihood-building priorities focusing on urban vulnerability. The prevalence of violence against civilians and the dominant role of militias in perpetrating it highlights not only civilian vulnerability, but also potential entry-points for security sector reform, disarmament and demobilization. Finally, links between elections, internal and external competition, and violence patterns can serve as an evidence base for policy making and preparedness in future.

Kenya

Kenya has experienced over 2,500 events of political violence in the past 15 years. This total is high in two respects: given the population of Kenya, it indicates that a Kenyan has a higher chance of experiencing a violent event compared to citizens of other states; and these rates are especially high for a state without a civil war. Compared to other states, the fatality rate is high, yet the number of actors involved is relatively low, despite the persistently high rate of pastoralist violence.

Violence in Kenya is volatile in comparison to other states. While the election years of 2007-2008 saw a drastic increase in violence and brought new attention to the range and form of Kenyan violence, the average rate of violence is 185 events a year (similar to Nigeria) rising in the recent past (average rate of 264 since 2007). Hence, in ‘event number’ terms, the difference between pre- and post-2007 is less relevant, as is the distinct between election and non-election years. Kenya has a high rate of political violence that transcends simply categorization; for example some election years are quite peaceful, others have been quite violent. Despite the relative persistence in event numbers, fatality totals are highly volatile in Kenya. Recent years have witnessed the highest death rates (at 1071 in 2007) and also the lowest (113 in 2009), since ACLED has recorded data. The rate of events and the magnitude of fatalities are highly correlated. A high violence year will lead to higher than average deaths across Kenya, whereas a low violence year will experience fewer deaths. The rate of death does differ by action: for every event where a communal militia attacks civilians, there are on average 4.28 deaths. Events in which the government attacks a communal militia result in four deaths. Events involving political militias produce two deaths on average (see Table 4).

Table 4: Kenyan Political Violence Tallies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2001</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2006</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-2011</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2011</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kenya, unlike Nigeria, does not have an active civil war but it does have the same average number of interactions (at 16 per year) and has the same number of average active locations a year (at 84). Its violence and those who conduct it are highly correlated and equally active across the state. Kenya’s violence pattern is remarkably consistent across actors and types, barring the actions of rebels. Battles, violence against civilians, actions by governments, political militias, communal militias and rioting each amount to 30% of all actions. Yet, the variety of interactions and the locations in which they occur are positively correlated: a more diffuse violence pattern means more types of violence are occurring more frequently. This is a primary distinction from Nigerian violence, where the interactions, locations and events are not as strongly correlated. Indeed, the persistence of Kenya’s violence indicates that it is, in part, factored into political manoeuvring within that state. It is part of how the state functions, instead of being ‘shock’ treatment as it appears in Nigerian locations.

---

8This is possible as each of these events is a combination of different aggregating factors in ACLED: ACLED can categorize by event type (e.g. violence against civilians, battles, riots) and by group type (political militias, governments, communal militias).
There are, on average, 69 episodes of violence against civilians a year in Kenya (1997-2011). The average number of battles is 56; the average number of riots and protests is 55. Fatalities for battles are about 149 a year; 33 for rioting; and 216 for violence against civilians. Volatile years of VAC are highly associated with the generally volatile or high activity years. The most common politically violent action in Kenya is a political militia group attacking civilians, yet the most fatal actions are by small ethnically distinct communal militia groups who kill at almost double the mean rate of political militia groups.

Unlike political militias, communal militia activities are largely predictable in time and space (in part because they constitute a greater share of Kenya’s violence compared to other states with communal activity): there is a distinct increase in violence towards the end of the year in Kenya and in January. January has by far the highest (double the normal) rates and fatalities are also almost double the normal rates. The Rift Valley is the most fatal, followed by other areas which high rates of violent interactions between mainly pastoral groups (Eastern and North Eastern).

Although communal militias conduct an equal share of the violence (30%), they are over-represented in actors and locations because such violence is often locally contained and distinct by ethnic community, hence it takes the form of multiple discrete and somewhat unrelated events. Political militias are organised for longer term goals, and hence there are fewer actors and actions that are more coordinated with political shifts in the state at large.

**Interactive Patterns and Simultaneous Occurrence**

An average Kenyan citizen is relatively safe if living in a rural area and not a member of a pastoralist group. However, this safety is largely contingent upon which ethno-regional community she is a member of and whether it is an election year. Despite popular conceptions, in contrast to Zimbabwe election years, there is not a defined pattern to the increased violence. Over the three elections held in Kenya in 1997, 2002 and 2007, different patterns of violence have been evident. 1997 and 2002 have minimal divergences from typical years; yet 2007 saw an over 300% increase. However, fatality levels vacillate in line with political contexts. In 1997 there was a minimal increase in fatalities; the 2002 election experienced a high rate of fatalities and events in the preceding year (2001). In 2007-2008, both fatalities and events were very high. Each election shows different patterns from the last. This is in part due to differences in pre or post-election violence conducted in Kenya’s past three elections. Indeed, those patterns are reflective of the election environment, competition, and issues for the ruling party. In each of Kenya’s three elections, the main ‘issue’ has differed (who can vote, electoral votes, suppressing opposition, suppressing opposition alliances, land issues etc.). This is not the case in Zimbabwe, nor in Nigeria’s relatively consistent agreement on power sharing between North and South for the presidency.

Given the stable rates of activity, risk levels are consistent but not definitive nor predictable beyond chance in active areas. However, three important messages are evident from a risk analysis: (1) a region with a recent political militia action is three times more likely to experience another over the national average, and almost three times more likely to experience either a battle or violence against civilians; (2) much of political militia violence is against civilians or other groups; but (3) the government responds at high rates mainly to non-civilian related events.

Communal violence is largely clustered within local communities. These groups have an equal co-occurrence of battles and violence against civilians and a very high repeated risk of action (5.5 times the national average). In contrast to other states with communal violence, Kenyan communal militias attack civilians more often, although other patterns, including a low degree of overlap with other forms of violence and low government response, are similar to other states (e.g. Nigeria). The ratio of number of events per person is highest for the homelands of the Borana group (7 times the risk of the Kikuyu, the plurality group in Kenya; 3.5 times the risk of the Turkana), and followed by the Dassanach, Sidamo, and with about half their rate is the Burji.

Rioters are equally likely to engage with the government and only slightly less likely than militia groups to be confronted directly by government forces.

In Kenya, much of the violence is an integral part of the present political machinations of the government. This is evident in how violence is both used and constrained with Kenya: political militias work to actively
promote or hinder change on the local or national level, and often work in collusion with governments who cannot engage in violence against opposition directly, but respond to assist in battles with pro-government groups. The government suppresses violence not in its direct interest and ignores other forms of violence (including communal contests). Kenya is a classic case of both public (e.g. rioting) and elite (government and militia based) instability and violence.

These findings suggest several important points for policy makers and practitioners. The persistence of Kenyan political violence suggests it has become a normalised part of institutional and political manoeuvring in the country: this has implications for priorities in terms of state building, citizen education, and supporting transparency and participation in the political process. The relative predictability of communal violence in Kenya, in addition to its very high rate of fatalities, might provide several opportunities for interventions that focus on peace building, conflict management and livelihood opportunities in the most affected rural areas. In turn, patterns of government responsiveness to communal violence and engagement with communal militias may highlight gaps in capacity and/or political will, as well as issues with physical access to and coverage in rural areas.

**DR-Congo**

DR-Congo is an exceedingly violent state, and similar to both Somalia and South Sudan in the rate of per-capita violence, the level of fatalities experienced and the vast number of groups who engage in violence for political means. By all measures, DR-Congo experiences high, fatal, diffuse and disorganised political violence at a rate similar to the civil war officially fought from 1997-2002.

DR-Congo is a case of classic civil war and post-civil war conflict and characterized by all forms of violence, barring rioting. In 2012, DR-Congo has returned to ‘civil war’ although this conflict is a continuation of transition violence, and does not represent a new civil war as was experienced in 1998-2002. Violence in DR-Congo has stayed at a stable rate despite the cessation of a formal ‘civil war’ in 2002. Indeed since that time, violence has increased slightly to 305 average events a year. However, the rate of fatalities in a civil war is over four times the post-civil war rate (fatalities typically increase by 400% during civil wars). Despite the cessation of conflict formally, multiple actors and types of groups still are active in DR-Congo; there is far more variation in the violence activity (barring riots/protests) compared to other states, and in general, the patterns of DR-Congo are more reflective of how ‘failed’, ‘failing’, and ‘weak’ states experience violence (see Table 5).

**Table 5: DR-Congo Political Violence Tallies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DR-Congo</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Fatalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2001</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2006</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-2011</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997-2011</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most common ‘act’ of violence in DR-Congo is battles between opposing armed forces. The average number of battles per year is 140, and the average number of fatalities that occur by year in those is 1,194. Sub-types of battles include events where the government loses or regains territory from a rebel force. Both forms are rare (the former at 29 and the latter at 20 per year), yet given the complex nature of the DR-Congo conflict, the distinctions are acknowledged. In particular, the fatality levels differ significantly. In the act of rebels overtaking territory, the rate of violence is 325 deaths a year, while government regaining territory leads to 92 deaths a year. Yet, if considering fatalities, it is critical to note that although VAC amounts to 90 events a year on average, the fatality rate is more than double the average battle rate at 2719 per year.

DR-Congo violence displays a distinct geography that is highly correlated to actors and actions: On the country level, the most active and most violent places are North and South Kivu, where there is a strong correlation between number of events and number of fatalities. Across all administrative districts, the rate of correlation is very high at 98%.
There is a distinct geography to the risk of violence and fatalities even in high conflict areas: North Kivu’s smaller administrative zones are where the highest events totals are found; however, proximate Maniema has by far the highest fatalities. South-Kivu is more fatal than North Kivu, and Ituri events have more fatalities per event than both of the Kivus.

These areas also have the highest actor numbers; the number of actors is important as it signifies the ‘market’ for violence. In a dominated market (e.g. Zimbabwe) there is little to no space for a new group to emerge due to few groups dominating and repressing new groups. In a saturated market, few new actors can find traction to engage in violence if their actions are indistinct from others, no elite will sponsor the violence due to having several alternate choices, and no community may need additional armed actors. However, the rate of actors in DR-Congo indicates an open market, where groups can enter the violence market and carve out some space, support, funds, and imperative. This indicates that present groups have not managed to dominate or ally/represent communities for broad based support. This is particularly evident in South Kivu, which has 64 recorded separate actors at close to 2.5 times the rate of active actors than the country as a whole. The Kivus have 42 additional actors in its conflict over the country as a whole. North-Kivu has the most at 50 (double the national rate), and Ituri has 30 – which is the next closest.

**Interactive Patterns and Simultaneous Occurrence**

In classic civil war form, government actions largely co-occur with rebel actions; while only 23% co-occur with militias. Battles are eight times more likely when governments are involved in action, while violence against civilians is largely a rebel phenomenon, with slightly less response from governments. Militia actions are slightly more likely in places and times with governments, but other types of group activity are not more or less likely. Rebel groups have a high rate of reoccurrence and tend to organise in ways to interact with government forces and attacking civilians. These actions are relatively scattered compared with other forms of violence.

In contrast, militias are actively trying to carve out a space within the ‘violence market’ (see above) and half of the actions of these groups co-occur with government actions. Militia actions are more diffuse, with only half of the active areas experiencing a repeat action. Militias appear to be following the ‘main action’ and engaging in battles with each other, governments, rebels and relatively rarely with civilians (at 25% co-occurrence rate). The need to carve out an active space through battles may be due to (1) the high number of opposition actors in this war; (2) the large spaces in which these opposition groups are operating.

Communal violence is characterized by high rates of battles and reactions to rebel incursions. In situations where rebels have recently been active, the rate of communal violence increases, although not against rebels. There is also a very high rate of repeated communal actions, as is clear from all communal, and often local, violence.

In short, within this war, violence against civilians is largely a rebel phenomenon; militias are actively pursuing and/or are in pursuit of government forces; government forces are spread out and subject to interactions with a wide range of actions and actors, except for communal violence. Rebels bring violence to new local spaces, which lead to increases in local disputes.

DR-Congo’s main issue is the rate of actors engaging in local conflict. The reaction to most shifts in violence is the creation of a new front with distinct actors. Such a domino pattern is persistent, as seen in the rate of violence currently fought within the state.

These patterns may inform policy making and practice in several ways. In such a complex and highly volatile conflict environment, baselines and data can be useful in the identification and ordering of priorities, based on particular patterns in activity, fatalities or anomalous directional change. For example, the dominance of rebel groups in acts of violence against civilians may offer some basis for the strategic prioritisation of civilian protection resources in rebel-active rather than militia-active areas. Patterns in the emergence and activity of communal militias may also highlight gaps in state capacity or trends in their engagement with civilian populations in particular areas which may demand particular attention.
Guiding Principles

Nigeria

The most violent forms of conflict in Nigeria are predictable if using the following five guiding principles:

1. When violence increases in Nigeria, civilians will bear that cost.

2. When violence increases in Nigeria, the increase is likely to be concentrated in the centre and the north of the states. The geography of Nigeria’s violence supports the notion that more events drive increase in locations and actors. However conflicts are becoming more common due to increased local events, not coordinated single-opposition group effects (as in, groups show limited contagion and diffusion. Instead, new groups tend to emerge to conduct violence in a locality).

3. Rebel actions are both highly clustered in Delta and under active suppression by the government. This renders rebel action a relatively unlikely occurrence in Nigeria.

4. If political militia actions occur in an administrative region of the state, this will likely be in the form of violence against civilians. Governments do respond to violence against civilians, although this response is likely to be a short term solution.

5. A geography of risk does exist in Nigeria in response to ethnicity and region: civilians are most at risk in Kano and Taraba, although Hausa groups in Kano have one of the lowest risks. This indicates that Nigeria’s violence is specifically targeted towards select groups even within violent areas.

Zimbabwe

The political situation in Zimbabwe is predictable using the following five guiding principles:

1. During election years, violence will increase by a factor of 3.

2. Harare, followed by the Mashonaland districts, will experience more violence than the rest of the state. Harare will experience twice the mean number of events than the rest of the state combined.

3. Ethnicity is not a large factor in Zimbabwe’s violence compared to region.

4. Violence against civilians is likely to be perpetrated by a government supported or allied militia. This violence is largely pre-emptive.

5. There is a sequencing effect in the military’s reaction to violence: If the government has been active in a region during month 1, there is a higher risk that the region will also have a riot in month 2, and that this region will experience violence against civilians by the government in month 3.

Kenya

The most violent forms of conflict in Kenya are predictable using the following five guiding principles:

1. An increase in violence will lead to an increase in violent location, violence types, fatalities, and violent actors. A decrease will lead to a drop in those characteristics. Violence does not cluster in high-conflict years, but is spread across the state and perpetrated by the government, political militias, communal militias and rioters.

2. Communal violence is responsible for the highest rate of battles and fatalities in comparison to all other general groups, but it is not a singular, organised threat. Communal militias are over-represented in actors and locations, because such violence is often local and distinct; hence it is takes the form of multiple discrete and somewhat un-related events. Areas with competing local militia will experience high than average battle rates, VAC rates and fatality rates.

3. However, high violence by communal actors will not create an automatic government response. The government is likely to respond to battles between political militias over any other form of violence. The government’s lowest response rate is to communal contests, which have the highest fatality rates.
4. The strength of the opposition will determine the amount and scale of violence during election years. Elections do not automatically lead to more violence. In the three elections that have occurred in Kenya in 1997, 2002 and 2007, the change in violence and fatality rates were in line with the distinct political manoeuvring and challenges faced by the central government. In 1997 and 2002, the government faced legitimacy challenges and voting count challenges from its main base and allies. The violence was directed towards securing the largest proportion of available votes that would secure the government’s position. In 2007, the government faced an equally strong opposition and in entering a run-off, both the government and the opposition needed to suppress the opposing supporters in order to win the second round. Elections with strong opposition are much more violent than with weaker oppositions.

5. Kenyan violence will respond to seasons: communal militia activities are largely predictable in time and space (in part because they constitute a larger share of Kenya’s violence compared to other states with communal activity). As a result of high communal violence, there is a distinct increase in violence towards the end of the year and in January. Januaries have double the event fatality rates of the remaining months of the year; possibly due to the seasons- cattle raiding is more lucrative right before the rainy season than the dry season, when extra cattle are a burden.

**DR-Congo**

The most violent forms of conflict in DR-Congo are predictable using the following five guiding principles:

1. A domino effect is evident in highly violent spaces in DR-Congo. When an area opens to rebels, there are higher rates of non-rebel violence in subsequent months, meaning that militia violence increases in subsequent months. However this violence is still clustered within the Eastern part of the state.

2. Rebels are the main perpetuators of violence against civilians.

3. Militias are attempting to carve out niches and spaces for activity in DR-Congo, where the ‘violence market’ remains open.

4. Government forces respond to rebel violence, but follow a diffuse strategy of trying to cover significant space with limited actions. To supplement, government tends to co-opt local militias to control areas.

5. The Kivus are the crucible of violent actions in the Congo; even during periods where the political issues are national, they are far more likely to lead to increased violence in the Kivus than in the capital. Surrounding areas tend to engage in local, often communal, conflict, albeit at a very high rate.

**Summation**

In summary, this analysis details how the use of data can provide practitioners with useful and accessible tools to detect variations in conflict patterns, types, triggers and correlates. Conflict dynamics are often unique to the environments and circumstances in which they occur. Using tools like disaggregated data and baselines for countries, regions, and time periods, allows a practitioner to extract that pivotal information as and when needed. In this report, four ‘classic’ country level cases are summarized, and suggestive of ways in which the broad lessons of one country can be applied to the conflict framework and policy implementation in others. However, as noted above, the specifics of a conflict must be understood in tandem with broad patterns of transition, fragility, multiple conflicts and repressive state structures.

Below are some basic tools for an analyst. These are designed to place useable tools and information into the hands of practitioners. Several of the examples above used these basic tools and data to create the guiding principles.
Appendices

Appendix I: Desk Assessments and Analysis

Three short analyses are designed to assist practitioners in understanding a conflict landscape as it emerges. These exercises are informed by the examples of the four states: as noted in the guiding principles, the most important facets of Nigeria’s violence are new locations of conflict and the groups perpetuating violence against civilians (where and who). In Kenya’s case, the time of the year, the type of violence and what issues surround major events (such as an election) shape the violence (when, what and who). In DR-Congo, the place and actors arising are also critical, but engage in different types of violence compared to Nigeria (where, who, what). In the Zimbabwean case, it is critical to understand sequencing which is evident in that state’s violence (when, what, and where).

Inputs

The inputs for these analyses include event level data which is (1) as close to real-time as possible; (2) incorporating all types and manner of political violence; (3) spatially referenced and (4) categorized by violence type and group type. ACLED provides real time data for all African states which can be downloaded for all countries from 1997-2011 at acleddata.com, and real-time data can be downloaded at ccaps.strauss.edu/conflict. These data are available at the beginning of each month for the previous months.

These data include the following columns and can be divided clearly into who, what, where, when.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who:</th>
<th>Where:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor 1- an actor in a conflict event</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor 2- an actor in a conflict event</td>
<td>Administrative Regions 1, 2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allies of Actors 1 and 2 – allies of actors in a conflict event</td>
<td>Location Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter1- the categorization of actor 1 (see codebook)</td>
<td>Coordinates (Latitude and Longitude)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter2- the categorization of actor 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What:</th>
<th>When:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event Type- seven types of events, including three types of battles, are possible</td>
<td>Event Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction- a code detailing the type of groups which are interacting (e.g. gov’t versus militia-see appendix)</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatalities- the number of reported fatalities for an event</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program

These analyses can be done with a basic excel program; three are described here. The first involves pivot tables, which can aggregate data in different ways to display possible patterns. Pivot tables reorganise and cluster data based on the who, what, when, where noted above. The second exercise involves creating ratios and correlations. A ratio is a meaningful number that can be used to compare the intensity and frequency of events across time periods or space. For example, the ratio of fatalities to events in DR-Congo may be 20 per event, whereas in Kenya it may be 5. We can say that based on this statistic, DR-Congo violence is four times more fatal than Kenyan violence. Another way of understanding patterns in data is to use correlations: a correlation is the rate at which variables behave in the same manner. As defined above, there are positive (0>+1) and negative correlations (0><-1). If we are in interested in the correlation between events and fatalities, we could see whether they co-vary: if events and fatalities have a 90% (.90) correlation over a set time period, then we can say that as events go up, we can be very sure that fatalities with also rise. If the correlation is -.70% (-.7), we can say that as events (or fatalities) rise, the number of fatalities (or events) decreases. These variables would have a negative correlation. Only those above .75 (in either direction) are strong. Correlation variables are not causal, they simply detect a pattern. Correlations also do not come with significance levels, so we cannot say whether we can be confident in a correlation at all times; it is an instructive measure, not definitive.
The final analysis is creating standardized scores to determine baseline and volatility. A standard score is also known as a Z score, and gives an interpretation of the strength of a deviation from the mean (average) in a time period. For example, the violence in Zimbabwe during an election in 2002 has a 2.6 Z score. This is both a high score (if it were a normal year, the score would be close to 0), and abnormal (as scores this high indicate a sharp aberration in a pattern). We can use this number to how unusual a time period or an area is with the use of these scores.

**Pivot Tables**

A pivot table will allow you to summarize data quickly and in various ways. It is a simple excel based tool. The steps to using one are listed below.

**Tracking Actors Steps:**

1. Download the data for the country you are interested in. Make sure that you have downloaded the complete time period in which you are interested.
2. Open excel and import your data.
3. On the right edge of your data, create a column called ‘pivot’ (by simply writing that in the headings row, and then place a ‘1’ in the first data row. Right click and select ‘copy’ of that ‘1’. Then highlight the remaining cells below, and while highlighted, right click and select ‘paste’. All the rows in that column should now have a ‘1’ in them.
4. Go to the ‘insert’ tab on the contents ledge, and choose ‘Pivot Table’.
5. A pivot table (see below) will provide you with many options. The main ones are which variable you want as the row (organising variable), which you want as the column (summary variable) and which you want as the value (the most important include sum, count, average, minimum, maximum).

You use these rows and columns to devise the information you are interested in and can assist you in creating ratios etc.
Pivot tables enable you to drag and drop into the columns and rows, or to place the variables in the lower right of the table under ‘rows’ and ‘values’. Below we work through some examples:

A. Finding the When and Who and How Many

Create pivot table and drag ‘Year’ into the row column; drag ‘Actor 1’ into the Value field. You will see a summary of numbers by year. This is the distinct count of ACTOR1 values recorded in each year. You will also see that the ‘Year’ is now recorded under the Rows box and ‘Actor 1’ is recorded under the values box. If you right click on ACTOR1 in the box, and choose ‘Value Field Settings’ you can change count to average etc.

However, ACTOR1 is a name and does not actually account for the number of actors (for that, you would also need ACTOR2 and get rid of overlaps). If we move (through the drag and drop) ‘ACTOR1’ into the ‘Rows’ box, we see now that we have a list of all actors (by name) for each year. This makes more sense. If you have created a ‘pivot’ field, you can now drop that into the ‘Values’ box and you will get a summary of the number of events each ACTOR1 was involved in by year. You can also drop ‘Fatalities’ into the pivot table to get another assessment (make sure this is done as a SUM, not an average). Alternatively, you could remove ACTOR1 and instead place ‘EVENT TYPE’ in this space. This will give you an estimate of how common and fatal each event was in each year. If you are interested in only one Actor or only one Event Type, select this one and right click to use the FILTER command.
B. Finding the Where and What

You would follow the same procedure (only using the WHERE variables) if you wanted to determine the rate of violence by location. If you wanted to know when, where, and how much, you would place these variables in this order in the row areas. Alternatively, you could place the month/year in the row area, and the locations (Administrative districts or town names) in the column area, and the pivot or fatalities variable in the values column.

Making Graphs and Charts

You are able to make several types of graphs and charts using pivot tables by using the excel menu on the top of the sheet.

Using Data for Ratios, Correlations and Z scores:

Ratios, correlations and Z Scores can only be done on numeric data. That said, numeric data can be divided into categories before running ratio and correlation exercises. This first step can be done in a pivot table, or you can sort on the excel sheet columns and determine the ratio, correlations and Z scores in the following way:

1. Create numeric columns using a pivot table- for example; you may have listed the rate of violence by month as well as the fatalities. You can copy the values that the pivot table has created and then paste them into a new sheet.

2. Once in a new excel sheet, you can do the following exercises:

In a new column, write RATIO at the top of one column, CORRELATION at the top of the next and Z Score1 and Z Score2 at the top of the third and final column. In the ratio column, divide the number of your interest by the second number: e.g. fatalities divided by events.

In the correlations column, write the following:  = CORREL
Excel will automatically ask you for a list of the referenced numbers. Highlight all the first column—e.g., highlights all the values you have listed for fatalities once you have clicked inside of the parentheses, type in a comma, and then repeat for the events values). Your correlation command should look like this: =CORREL(C2:C20, D2:D20)

This command should result in a rate that is either positive or negative and between -1 and +1. The closer to either -1 or +1, the stronger the covariance of these variables.

Finally, so the Z score, you will need to create the mean and standard deviation of both columns. This is quite straightforward:

In another row, write average1 and in the next cell write =average (here place the highlighted range of the variable you are interested in finding the average of E.g. B2:B20). Repeat for the second row of data you need to find the average of. In another set of rows, write sd 1 and sd2 below it. The formula for standard deviation is =STDEV (here place the highlighted range of the variable). Repeat for the second variable.

Then go back to the Zscore column and in the next blank cell write: =STANDARDIZE()

Excel will ask for the following information: the data point (e.g. B2 from the variable you are interested in), the mean (average) of that variable and the standard deviation of that variable. Make sure to write in the average and the standard deviation—do not just click on the value in its cell). The equation should say: =standardize(B2, Average, SD) Press enter and then drag that until the end of the column. Repeat for the next set of data you would like to standardize.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Total_Fatalities</td>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>CORRELATION</td>
<td>Z Score 1</td>
<td>Z Score 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.5253</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.6145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.6591</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.7094</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0.6961</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.6646</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.4975</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.1194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.1863</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.1825</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.2385</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>0.3727</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.1949</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>0.3791</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0.5789</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Grand Total</td>
<td>2931</td>
<td>1192</td>
<td>0.4067</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 19  | Average1 | 195.4 |
| 20  | Average 2 | 79.4567 |

From these pieces of data, you can do the following:

Ratio: compare between times, events, countries ratios of two numeric variables such as fatalities and events, locations and actors

Correlations: determine whether variables act together or in a similar manner over times or spaces

Z scores: determine how unlikely, unusual, normal or ‘flat’ events, fatalities, actor numbers, location numbers
A Z score of 0 means that this unit conforms to the average over a time period or space. A Z score of +1 means that it is slightly larger than the average. A Z score of 2 or above signifies an unusually high score. A Z score of 3 or above is a rare and very unusual deviation. The same strength conclusions applies for negative scores.

Image 1: Map of Kenyan Political Violence By Administrative Regions

This image provides an overview of political violence in Kenya by event count in each administrative area. It suggests that political violence is spread across the state with a high number of events concentrated in the central and north-western regions.
This image charts Kenyan interactions, locations, records and fatalities. The four factors appear quite correlated, each spiking in 2007-2008, although the number of interactions (the type of groups engaging in violence with one another) has continued to climb since this period, while the other factors experienced a sharp drop. Fatalities and records are particularly well correlated (with the exception of a drop in fatality levels in 1999), suggesting that as violence rates increase, so too do fatalities. An alternative scenario might involve an increase in fatality levels with an intensification of violence without a concomitant rise in its overall level.
Image 3: Nigerian violence concentrated by location

This image presents standardized ellipses displaying the difference between 1997 violence areas (in purple) and 2011 violence areas (in red). There has been a distinct shift northwards in recent years. Since 2001, a shift to north-north-east violence has been pronounced. The violence is more rural now than it was when conducted by rebels and in the southern areas. The map shows ethnic community homelands.
The information in these maps displays three clear geographical factors in Nigeria’s violence:

1. There has been a distinct shift northwards in recent years. Since 2001, a shift to north-northeast violence has been pronounced. 2003 and 2004 display patterns that resurfaced from 2007 – 2011.

2. The expansion of violence is largely due to non-rebel forces including militias, communal groups and rioting.

3. Relative to its size, Nigeria’s violence is highly clustered.
Zimbabwe violence is both widespread and yet clustered in the large Shona ethno-linguistic homeland of the centre-northeast. The capital and major cities experience far more violence – even as a ratio of violence per capita – than other areas of the state. Violence has increased substantially after 2000, to decline in 2003 – 2005 (although still more widespread than in earlier years). As most violence in Zimbabwe is government-supported or sponsored violence against civilians and threats to opposition supporters, these map show a high baseline and spatial risk to civilians.
This graph shows how violence events and fatalities are relatively highly correlated in Zimbabwe. They mirror one another until 2001 – 2002 (an exceptionally violent period), where fatalities, which are generally quite low in Zimbabwe, remain so in spite of the sharp increase in violence records. In 2008 – 2009, however, records and fatalities spike in equal proportion, with fatalities reaching a record high for the entire period of over 100. 2002 and 2008 are election years.
Appendix II: Codebook and User Manual

ACLED DOWNLOAD AND USE

ACLED is designed to present a realistic assessment of violent political activity within a state. For that reason, data downloaded from ACLED is likely to look different than other, complementary, conflict datasets. This is a brief on how to download and read these files.

FILES

Downloading

Files are in xls and shapefile format. The xls sheet can be opened by any office package. Click on the “xls” link to download the file. A compatible document with a general description of the violence within the chosen state is also provided for select cases as well as a review of the active groups in particular countries and regions. The shapefile will require a GIS package or others than can read spatial data (e.g. R).

File Contents

Data are available by country from Jan 1997-Dec 2011 and countries can be joined as the same columns appear in each state file. Additional ‘regional’ or ‘actor’ sets are available where particularly unstable regions are reported together. For example, activity from Sudan, Chad and Central African Republic can be downloaded, or activity for all of Africa, select rebel groups, pre 1997 Sierra Leone and Liberian conflicts, only civil wars, only violence against civilians, etc.

Variable and File Structure

The file structure is the same for all downloaded files. Events are atomic, in that they are recorded by day and location, actor and event type. For example, if a battle between a government and rebel group occurs over three days in one town, this is recorded as three separate events in ACLED. If during that time, there are reports of violence against civilians in the same town, this is recorded as a separate event, as the actors and event type are different. Data can be aggregated by month, regions, or event types using pivot tables.

Information in a downloaded file

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column Name</th>
<th>Column Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GWNO</td>
<td>Country Identification Number from Gleditsch and Ward (2000)</td>
<td>Is associated with country id short name. This cannot be sorted as the country name distorts the sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event ID Country</td>
<td>A unique identifier for each event</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event ID No Country</td>
<td>A unique identifier for each event without country abbreviation</td>
<td>This can be sorted, and is based on event date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Date</td>
<td>Recorded as Day/Month/Year</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Year of event occurrence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Precision</td>
<td>Notes the specificity of the event date</td>
<td>Number corresponds to likelihood of correct date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 is the default</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Event Type | Eight types of events are coded for.
1-battle- no territory exchanged (Dyadic)
2-battle rebels win territory (Dyadic)
3-battle government regains territory (Dyadic)
4- base or HQ established
5-nonviolent activity by rebels
6-rioting
7-violence against civilians (Dyadic)
8-Nonviolent acquisition of territory | Longer description below |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actor 1</td>
<td>First Actor. If a dyadic event, this will be accompanied by a second actor. If a monadic event, no second actor necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ally Actor 1</td>
<td>Ally of actor 1 if reported. Ally for one specific event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter1</td>
<td>Number corresponding to the type of actor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor 2</td>
<td>Second Actor. If a dyadic event, there will be an “Actor 1”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ally Actor 2</td>
<td>Ally of actor 2 if reported. Ally for one specific event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter2</td>
<td>Number corresponding to the type of actor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Interaction | Coded as an interaction between actor types, and recorded as lowest joint number
1-Government/Military/Police
2-Rebel group
3-Political Militia
4-Communal Militia
5-Rioters
6-Protestors
7-Civilians
8-Other (e.g. Regional groups such as AFICOM; or UN) | See ‘Interactions’ below and in codebook
E.g. When the action is between a government and a rebel group, this will be coded as 12; when a political militia attacks civilians, it is coded as 37. |
| Country | Country name where event took place | Based on GIS operation |
| Region 1 | Administrative region 1 where event occurred according to global administrative database (updated in 2012) | Based on GIS operation |
| Region 2 | Administrative region 2 where event occurred according to global administrative database (updated in 2012) | Based on GIS operation |
| Region 3 | Administrative region 3 where event occurred according to global administrative database (updated in 2012) | Based on GIS operation |
| Location Name | Specific place name of event location | |
| Coordinates | Latitude and longitude | |
In ACLED, conflict actors include rebels, militias, and organised political groups who interact over issues of political authority (i.e. territorial control, government control, access to resources, etc.). ACLED recognizes a range of actors including governments, rebels, militias, ethnic groups, active political organisations, and civilians. Political violence is understood as the use of force by a group with a political purpose or motivation. ACLED defines political violence through its constituent events, the intent of which is to produce a comprehensive overview of all forms of political conflict within and across states. A politically violent event is a single altercation where often force is used by one or more groups for a political end, although some instances- including protests and non-violent activity- are included to capture the potential pre-curors or critical junctures of a conflict.

Goverments are defined as internationally recognized regimes in assumed control of a state. Government actors are defined by ACLED as a series of separate regimes rather than a uniform body (e.g. Congo/Zaire 1965-1997 (Mobutu), Democratic Republic of Congo 1997-2001(Kabila, L) and Democratic Republic of Congo 2001-2008 (Kabila, J) as opposed to Congo/Zaire (1962- present)). As the strength, capacity and policies of governments can vary widely from one regime to the next, ACLED designates governments by their leading regimes. This enables researchers to captures the differences in government involvement...
and reaction to violence. As militaries are a direct arm of the government, these actors are noted as “Military Forces of State, 19xx-19xx”. Mutinies of militaries are coded as “Mutiny of Military Forces of State, 19xx-19xx”.

Rebel groups are defined as political organisations whose goal is to counter an established national governing regime by violent acts. Rebel groups have a stated political agenda for national power, are acknowledged beyond the ranks of immediate members, and use violence as their primary means to pursue political goals. Rebel groups often have predecessors and successors due to diverging goals within their membership. ACLED tracks these evolutions.

Militias are more difficult to assess since they can be created for a specific purpose or during a specific time period (i.e. Janjaweed) and may be associated with an ethnic group, but not entirely represent it (i.e. Kenyan Luo ethnic militias). ACLED’s definition of organised political groups includes militias operating in conjunction or in alliance with a recognized government, political elite, and rebel organisation or opposition group. These groups are typically supported, armed by, or allied with a political elite and act towards a goal defined by these elites or larger political movements. Whereas often opposition parties will have a militia arm, groups such as the Sudanese Janjaweed or Serbian Tigers work as supplements to government power. These groups are not subsumed into the category of government or opposition, but are noted as an armed associated wing. When these groups operate with another type of group (e.g. military, rebel etc) this alliance during each event is noted.

Militias are recorded by their stated name. In some cases, an ‘unidentified armed group’ perpetrates political violence; the default assumption in ACLED is that such groups can be considered militias and their activity coded under ‘unidentified armed group’.

Within the ‘unidentified armed group’ designation, it is also possible to specify a country of origin if it is known, such as ‘unidentified armed group (Sudan)”.

Alternatively, ethnic militias can be long-term policing units, such as those common among Somali clans. ACLED coders distinguish between active ethnic militias involved in communal violence (militias against each other) as opposed to violence with governing forces that are outside of a civil war context (i.e. Karamojong violence in Uganda). If an ethnic militia is formed to engage in intra or inter communal violence, such groups are designated “‘ethnic group x’ militia”.

Riots are violent, spontaneous grouping populated by ‘rioters’. These activities are coded as riots if the spontaneous civilian actors become violent against people or property. Protests are non-violent spontaneous groupings with ‘protesters’. However, should violence be used against protesters, this is considered violence against civilians. Should the protesters become violent, this action is considered a riot. Protesters and civilians are the only unarmed actors included by ACLED. These groups are either the direct victims of armed violence or are recognized groups protesting peacefully. Both protesters and civilians are general categories and are noted as “Protesters (Country X)” or “Civilians (Country X)”. If either rioters, protesters, or civilians are associated with a named group, that group is recorded in the ‘ally’ column.

Small categories of ‘other’ actors include hired mercenaries, security firms and their employees, UN or external forces. They are noted by their name and actions.

In conclusion, all actors have an official name, a stated political purpose and use violence or protest for political means. Organisations must be cohesive and are not assembled for single events, with the exception of riots and protests. Further, the events in which they are involved must be connected to each other as a means to achieve a larger political purpose. This necessary and sufficient definition of actors allows us to track a range of movements.

---

9 Often such activity is designed to be ‘unidentified’, since most of ‘unidentified’ activity is violence against civilians for a political purpose.

10 Barring the ‘unidentified’ category.
### ACLED Event Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Number</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Battle- No Change of Location Control</td>
<td>A battle where control of the contested location does not change. This is the most common event. If the government controls an area, fights with rebels and wins, this is the correct code. If rebels control a location and maintain control after fighting with government forces, this is the correct code. If two rebel groups are fighting and the group in control of the location retains its authority, this is the correct code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Battle- Rebel Control Location</td>
<td>A battle where rebels win control of location. This is the correct code if, after fighting with another force, a rebel group acquires control. If two rebel groups fight and the group that did not begin with control acquires it, this is the correct code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Battle Government Regains Control</td>
<td>A battle in which the government regains control of a location. This event type is used solely for government re-acquisition of control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Headquarters or Base Establishment</td>
<td>A rebel group establishes a base or headquarters. This event can be non-violent, but must be coded when a permanent or semi-permanent base is established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Non-Violent Activity by a Conflict Actor</td>
<td>This event records activity by groups that does not involve active fighting but is within the context of the war/dispute. For example recruitment drives, arrests, incursions or rallies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rioting/Protesting</td>
<td>Protest describes a group involved in a public meeting against a government institution. Rioting is a violent, unorganised form of protest. The actors involved are noted as ‘protestors (country)’ or ‘rioters (country).’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Violence Against Civilians</td>
<td>Violence against civilians occurs when any armed group attacks unarmed civilians within a larger conflict. Rebels, governments, and militias can all commit violence against civilians. This is the only event that involves civilians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Non-Violent Transfer of Location Control</td>
<td>This event describes situations in which rebels or government’s acquire control of a location without engaging in a violent act.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please see the codebook for further information.
Interactions

Interaction codes note the ‘types’ of actors who interact, without reference to the type of event. All actors fall into 1 of 8 categories (including governments, rebels, civilians etc.):

Government or mutinous force = 1  
Rebel force =2  
Political militia = 3  
Ethnic militia = 4  
Rioters = 5  
Protesters = 6  
Civilians = 7  
Outside/external force (e.g. UN) =8

An ethnic militia is associated with a direct ethnic community and no other identifier. For example, the Turkana, Pokot, or many Somali militias are described as armed units for ethnic group contest and protection. These are referred to as ‘communal’ in the interaction column. These local and ethnically bounded groups are considered distinct from militia groups that operate as armed and violent wings of government, opposition groups, the forces of political elites or a religious organisation. These ‘political’ militia groups tend to not be associated with defined ethnic communities; they also operate outside of ethnic homelands and for goals other than the promotion of ethnic interests. The Mungiki of Kenya, War Veterans Group in Zimbabwe, Boko Haram of Nigeria, and Mayi-Mayi of DR-Congo are examples of these groups. The remaining group identifiers are covered in section 2.

A single number represents the one/two group interaction. This is the basis of the INTERACTIONS column. INTERACTION numbers are always the smallest possible number. Those with a 0 are for single actor events. The codes include:

10- SOLE MILITARY ACTION  
11- MILITARY VERSUS MILITARY  
12- MILITARY VERSUS REBELS  
13- MILITARY VERSUS POLITICAL MILITIA  
14- MILITARY VERSUS COMMUNAL MILITIA (these include all ‘ethnic’ militias)  
15- MILITARY VERSUS RIOTERS  
16- MILITARY VERSUS PROTESTERS  
17- MILITARY VERSUS CIVILIANS  
18- MILITARY VERSUS OTHER  
20- SOLE REBEL ACTION (e.g. base establishment)  
22- REBELS VERSUS REBELS  
23- REBELS VERSUS POLITICAL MILITIA  
24- REBELS VERSUS COMMUNAL MILITIA  
25- REBELS VERSUS RIOTERS  
26- REBELS VERSUS PROTESTERS
27- REBELS VERSUS CIVILIANS
28- REBELS VERSUS OTHERS
30- SOLE POLITICAL MILITIA ACTION
33- POLITICAL MILITIA VERSUS POLITICAL MILITIA
34- POLITICAL MILITIA VERSUS COMMUNAL MILITIA
35- POLITICAL MILITIA VERSUS RIOTERS
36- POLITICAL MILITIA VERSUS PROTESTERS
37- POLITICAL MILITIA VERSUS CIVILIANS
38- POLITICAL MILITIA VERSUS OTHERS
40- SOLE COMMUNAL MILITIA ACTION
44- COMMUNAL MILITIA VERSUS COMMUNAL MILITIA
45- COMMUNAL MILITIA VERSUS RIOTERS
46- COMMUNAL MILITIA VERSUS PROTESTERS
47- COMMUNAL MILITIA VERSUS CIVILIANS
48- COMMUNAL MILITIA VERSUS OTHER
50- SOLE RIOTER ACTION
55- RIOTERS VERSUS RIOTERS
56- RIOTERS VERSUS PROTESTERS
57- RIOTERS VERSUS CIVILIANS
58- RIOTERS VERSUS OTHERS
60- SOLE PROTESTER ACTION
66- PROTESTERS VERSUS PROTESTERS
67- PROTESTERS VERSUS CIVILIANS
68-PROTESTERS VERSUS OTHER
80- SOLE OTHER ACTION

* NOTE- CIVILIANS CANNOT ATTACK CIVILIANS OR OTHER ACTOR GROUPS

**USE**

ACLED data can be used in a variety of statistical packages. It is particularly useful for a user to have knowledge of spatial data and programs. When converted into a dbf, these data can be uploaded into GIS. In csv format, they can be integrated into programs such as SpatialKey, and in xml format can be used in Google Earth.
ACLED Data Sources
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ACLED relies on a variety of sources to produce its dataset. These include news reports, NGO and governmental agency publications, security alerts and published texts or books. Sources include international, regional and national contents. The twenty most common sources in ACLED inform over 82.4% of events. The top ten make up 72.5% of events; and the top five make up 57.5%.

Overall, Violence against civilians makes up 42.3% of violence reported in ACLED; Riots/Protests make up 15.7%; Non-violent activity makes up 7.3% of events; and Battles constitute 42.3% of events. Some sources diverge from this significantly. The top ten sources and breakdown by event reporting are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Battles</th>
<th>VAC</th>
<th>Riots/Protests</th>
<th>Non-violent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBC</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reuters</td>
<td>50.6%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agence France Presse</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
<td>32.8%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSP / SPAS</td>
<td>57.2%</td>
<td>30.3%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Africa</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>44.2%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>92.28%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Press</td>
<td>42.5%</td>
<td>32.8%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinhua</td>
<td>56.1%</td>
<td>32.8%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRIN</td>
<td>53.1%</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa Research Bulletin</td>
<td>57.8%</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over the fifteen years of the dataset, the number of discrete sources has increased significantly, an increase which is highly correlated to the number of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of sources</th>
<th>Number of events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>3078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>3775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>3313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>4157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>3459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>2741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>3076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>4246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>3432</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The number of records and number of sources are highly correlated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Records</th>
<th>Number of Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>4234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>5481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>3921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The top ten countries with the highest and lowest number of discrete sources are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10 countries with most discrete sources</th>
<th>10 countries with least discrete sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
<td>Djibouti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>Equatorial Guinea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>Botswana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>Gabon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Guinea-Bissau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>Eritrea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>Lesotho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>Malawi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Swaziland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of discrete sources per country is represented in the map below. As is clear, North, East and Central Africa have a higher number of discrete sources than West and Southern regions of the continent.
When organised by type, international sources – including international press wire services, global news agencies, and national sources published outside the country in question – clearly constitute the majority of ACLED sources, although the proportion these sources represent ranges from 41.6% in 2008 to 78.5% in 1999. National sources have constituted a growing proportion of sources over the fifteen years of the dataset’s coverage, reaching 34.4% of data sources in 2011. Regional sources – including Africa-specific news and analysis sources – have constituted approximately 8.1% of sources over the course of the dataset.

In all years, news sources make up the largest share of sources. The proportion they make up, however, varies from 56.5% in 2008 to 86.2% in 2003. The relevance of NGO reports, and security reports from dedicated security analysis organisations has grown over the course of the dataset’s coverage.
Figure 3: Source type, 1997 - 2011.